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ABOUT US

Exposure Architects is a well established architectural
firm that operates in several fields since 1999. The two
principals, Oliviero Godi & Dorit Mizrahi, have been
working in USA, Japan, the UK and Spain before opening
their own office in Milan and Tel Aviv.
The projects of Exposure Architects have won several award and have been shown in the best
museum around the world.
2004 Biennale of Architecture in Brasilia, Brazil
2006 Honorable mention for the Gold Medal of Italian Architecture - Triennale of Milan
2009 Best Young European Architects - UK
2013-14 Exhibition of their project at MAXXI Museum in Rome
2015 Lecturer at EXPO 2015 in Milan

INSPIRATION
for your success

A case study

“Exposure Architects is an award-winning architecture practice based in Italy and Israel. in 2000 We have been
approached by Radici Group, a large multinational company, to create a brand identity including stand design,
graphical images and logos. The conceptual starting point for Radici Group’s identity was ‘defining the qualities,
philosophy and specialties of the company’. This concept was abstractly articulated by trapping the negative
space surrounding the letterforms. The logotype’s positioning is equally as important as the logotype itself,
activating the space’s irregular and geometric negative space. This trait continues through Radici Group’s
identity, influencing stand layouts and even the approach to the exhibitions.” We are Radici Group’s only
designers for 15 years now.

OUR PHILOSOPHY
A complete understanding of our customers’ needs, together with a deep
analysis of their products, competitors and market strategies

Our Missions
• We're a team that believes in the power of strategic design thinking
• Customers are our best assets and we must grow with them
• To make sure we take care of the whole process from idea to realization
• To keep always our design process and work at the leading edge of the
practice
• To consolidate the scope of our business by building strong relationships
with customers and suppliers

Our Vision
We believe in the need of a different design thinking coupled with
hands on execution

OUR
DESIGN
PROCESS
Sketching

Rendering

Production

Experiment

At the very beginning we start with
some hand drawings, diagrams,
ideas. Then we try to formalize
them into 3D models that reflect
and are consistent with the initial
concept. It is a lengthy process but
very effective, since it normally
succeed in reaching the goals set
with the customers during the initial
briefs

We do several renders for each
project,in order to visualize for
ourselves and then for the
customers our ideas and to verify
its consistency with the goals set
by the client.

We work in partnership with a
number of stand constructors and
builders, so that we always have
the best economical and logistic
solution for each situation and a
perfect control of costs, timing,
delivery of the finished stand. Our
partners can also store the parts of
the stands for future use. We
operate in this way everywhere in
Europe, Asia and the Americas

Stand design is a field where
experimentation of materials,
space solution and graphic design
can be pushed to the limit, in order
to produce solutions that give the
leading edge to the company
exhibiting and to its products

INNOVATIVE DESIGN
FRESH CONCEPT & IDEAS
Innovative creative concepts can assists
in all phases of your presence at fairs and
exhibitions
Fifteen years of stand design has
given us the experience and the
recognition of the market. We love
designing stands and it shows..
No matter in which country, or which
type of fair, or the size of the stands,
from 25 square meters to 600 square
meters, one floor or two stories, each
one of our project is always
distinguishing itself from the crowd.
Our customers have received several
awards for their participation to

exhibitions thanks to our stands. This
has also given them to receive
additional attention by the press and
the media, with specialized in their
field of action or general press.
In the long run our customers are
identified in the fairs by the our stands,
because we generate a specific
corporate image that is well
recognized by the visitors.

TIMELINE
From the opening of the office in Italy in 1999 we have expanded
our presence in most continents, with projects in SouthAmerica,
Asia, Europe and Middle East (Israel)

1999
Office established
Coming from several
international experiences, at
Zaha Hadid’s Office in London,
Obayashi Corporation in Japan,
at the Office of Contemporary
Architecture in Madrid and
Pierce&Allen in New York City,
Exposure Architects is
established in Italy

2000

2006

2011

2013

2015

First Stand design

Major recognitions

Largest stand to date

Exhibition at Maxxi
Museum in Rome

Tel Aviv operations

We started our stand design
in Cannes, France, with
Techtextile fair. Since then we
have designed more that 300
different stands

After several critics praising
our projects, the Triennale of
Milan gives us the Honorable
Mention for the Gold Medal of
Italian Architecture, the
highest award in Italy.

For Savio Co. we designed a
600 square meters stand in
Barcelona, for Itma Fair

We have been chosen
among the best Italian
architects working abroad.
From October 2013 till May
2014 our projects have been
exhibited in the best museum
of arts and architecture in
Italy

After several large projects in
Thailand, Argentina, Spain
and Italy we decide to start
operating directly in Israel,
with projects and a base in
Tel Aviv

SERVICES
The core of our work is to provide the best services to customers,
being a large corporation or a small company who is looking for
distinguishing itself by attending a fair with a captivating set-up.

01

We offer design consultancy from
concept to realization on stand design,
corporate image, graphic logos,
advertising, advertising campaign,
catalogs design and printing,
exhibition participation strategy, and all
logistics related to fair and exhibition
participation.

02

We work in partnership with an Israeli
stand construction company for local
stands, while we have partners in Italy
for European projects and other
partners in Asia and Americas.
We can offer turn key solutions, from A
to Z, everywhere and anytime during
the year, for single or repeated events

“

03

We can consult and design your own
products or line of products; we can
also design your offices, factories and
anything related to architecture,
interiors, product design and graphic
design. Our expertise covers all
aspect of design providing always
outstanding results

“My passion and great enjoyment for architecture,
and the reason the older I get the more I enjoy it, is
because I believe we - architects - can help
companies to achieve their success.”

SERVICES

01 03 05
02 04
Develop

Idea

The briefing from the customer
is the starting point to
investigate the field of operation
of the company, and find the
proper design idea, which must
be original, efficient, effective
and innovative

Create

The creation process passes
through 3D imagery creation, a
validation of the idea by the
customer, costs assessment,
timing evaluation, definition of
schedule and final approval by
the customer

From idea to real drawings,
plans, sections, material list and
written indication of the
construction quality and details
definition and drawings.
In this phase all graphical
elements, all products to be
exhibited are defined and
inserted in the design process

Result

Deliver

Our architects follow personally
the construction phase of each
stand in every corner of the
world to make sure the quality
and detailing of the stand is as
defined and designed. In
addition the presence is very
important to streamline the
construction process and to
guarantee the final outstanding
quality of the stand.

Our stands are always delivered
on time, as designed, with the
perfection that distinguish our
work and for the highest
satisfaction of our customers.
In 15 years of stand design and
construction we have never had
a single case of a stand not
complete on time or without the
quality expected

OUR SKILLS

The Team is the most valuable asset of our office
Everyone that works here has a desire to create amazing projects.
Being great at what you do is the constant desire of everyone at Exposure
Architects. When talented people fit well together they produce some pretty
impressive stuff. We always strive to put the right people with the right skills on
the right projects. There are no pitch teams, no “B” teams. Everyone here works
directly with our clients, so if a client has a question that relates to the design
they’ll speak to the designer that worked on it. It’s fun, as it should be. We
spend so much of our life working that we’d best enjoy it. We also have the
advantage to speak several languages, like English, French, Spanish and of
course Italian and Hebrew so we can interact with almost everyone everywhere

Oliviero Godi
Principal

• Master Degree from Columbia University in New York City
• Master Degree from Politecnico University in Milan
• Degree in Economics, & International Marketing
• Professor of Architecture at Politecnico of Milan
• Visiting professor at Bezalel Academy of Art and Architecture in Jerusalem
• Licensed architect in Italy since 2002
Oliviero has a long experience in international projects and teaching Design
studios. He worked at Zaha Hadid’s office in London and at the Obayashi
Architectural Research Center in Japan. He lived 8 years in South East Asia
and 7 years in the USA. With a partner he had an office in Madrid in 1997-98

Dorit Mizrahi
Principal

• Master Degree from Politecnico University in Milan
• Visiting student at Columbia University in New York City
• Licensed architect in Italy since 1998

Dorit has worked in New York City for Pierce & Allen, in Madrid with Tomas
Amat and Oliviero Godi and in Israel for Bari-Besner Architects.
She has been living in Italy fro more than 20 years and she works in every field
of architecture.

Kobi Lubliner
Marketing manager

the

Marketing

Alberto Rocchetti
architect

Valentina Barabani
architect

the

Designers

Gloria Gusmaroli
architect

OUR TEAM

Stefano Bonassi
architect

Enrico Cortinovis
Communication Designer

We have a young team of designer and experience people in the Marketing,
our key to success. We like motivated, imaginative and inspired people that
bring great added value to the office.

OUR PROCESS
Any Question You Can Ask About Your Needs,
Design Can Answer.
01

Our commitment to combining highly effective working practices with
paradigm-busting creativity means the only thing we’ll exceed are your
expectations.

02

Our team excels at marrying creative thinking with design innovation.

03

We bring innovation, ideation and creativity, underpinned with a solid
business rigour.

04

We always strive to meet each client’s unique set of needs and
expectations by delivering a truly personalized experience on a
professional basis.

05

Our passion may steer the project but the client is at the heart of
everything we do.

06

Every step is discussed with the customer and every revision process is
based on the customer’s comments and needs. As any design process it
is always a work in progress until the final acceptance
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OUR PROCESS
h

A solid and innovative
office of architecture, which
is considered among the
best in Italy and abroad,
must always work on its
procedures.

meet.
Our team excels at marrying creative
thinking with design innovation. We all work
within an established methodology, honed
by years of experience.

III

concepts.
We proud ourselves for being
highly conceptual in our
approach to design, yet with a
strong attitude to hands on
methodology.

We do not improvise. We expect from our
people to be professional, careful,
dedicated and at the same time different.
We enjoy innovative suggestions,
customers’ challenges, market
confrontation.
We deliver fully integrated solutions that
include every aspect of the logistics of
the participation to an exhibition, where
companies invest money and they expect
a strong return of the investment.

B
research.

We spend a lot of time
searching for materials,
innovative solutions,
alternative ways of doing
things.

a

sketch.
We draw all ideas, we
compare possibilities, we
always discuss to find the
best solutions.

S
present.

Our presentation are always
top class expression of our
proposals, in which the
customers can find the
answers to their need in a
professional format.

THE 4 Ds

The developing a project must be planned in advance, procedures must be followed, the workflow well
established and proven. We have worked hard over the years to set a scheme that would ensure great
final results matched with efficiency and organization.
Adopting an agile approach to
delivery, the studio work with rigor
and expertise to produce high
impact, results orientated stands
solutions.

We evaluate your brief and we
stress test your requirements to
ensure clarity of direction before
specification.

Design. Build. Deploy.

Evaluate. Respond. Engage.

Discover

Deliver
Define
Initiate. Scope. Specify.
From workshop and stakeholder
engagement our design strategists
and planners carefully define and
scope your requirements.

Drive
Maintain. Promote. Optimize.
Design is fluid and we work with you
in optimizing your assets to
maximize continued return.

Our Philosophy
We strongly believe that design is a challenge where several factors must be
combined to achieve best results, every time providing the customer with the
most effective projects and the user with an exciting, innovative and
unexpected space to experience.
For this reason we never stop investigating, enquiring, experimenting, and at
the same time making use of existing solutions to produce in a cost effective
manner.
It is a sort of struggle that keeps us alive and concentrated and the customer
happy.
We like to work around the world because it is the best way to learn different
points of view, different cultures, different contexts. Designing stands also gives
us the possibility to investigate a great variety of industrial fields, giving us a
broad bas knowledge of this continuously evolving world.

Oliviero Godi & Dorit Mizrahi
We ask all collaborators in the office to think out of the box. It is a
challenge that our young people like to accept and we always achieve
great results. I dare say that any of our project is unique in many ways.
We often experience surprise and admiration by the public at fairs

Stand
DESIGN

Building A Better Future By Design

INSPIRING

WORKSPACE

STYLISH
We are obsessed with details, quality and material
exploitation. We do not stop at banalities or
standard solution to any of our designed
elements.

MODERN
INTERIOR DESIGN

Every Design Should
Radiate Clarity Of Purpose,
Innovative Spirit, Elegance,
And Uniqueness.

DIMENSION

We work at any scale, from 25 square meters up to 600 with
the same intensity and the same attention to details and
quality.

matters…

Some projects

Project /01
Domotex - Hannover

A stand for a company making yarn for Industrial production

PROJECT /01

Project /02
Expofil Paris

A stand for a company making yarn for fashion fabrics

PROJECT /02

03 PROJECT
Fakuma
Germany
A stand for makers of nylon chips for plastic molding.
Part of the Radici Group

Client:

Novacips-Italy

04 PROJECT
Fast
Verona - Italy
A stand for makers of nylon yarn for basic fabrics.
part of the Radici Group

Client:

Noyfil

05 PROJECT
Itma
Barcelona - Spain
A stand in the occasione of the 100th year of the company

Client:

Savio-Italy

Project /06
Index - Genevra

A stand for a company making non-woven fabrics for
Industrial production

PROJECT /06

07 PROJECT
Jeg
Paris - France
A stand for the Aerospace industry fair

Client:

Lamiflex-Italy

We also design shops and show rooms in Italy and
abroad, using our experience in interior design and in
commercial spaces.
The one here is in Thailand, in the largest and most
exclusive shopping mall in Bangkok, the Siam
Paragon. The show room is called Pasaya.

Shops & Show Rooms

MODERN AND FUNCTION
Showroom in Italy for high end Hi-Fi systems
For the last ten years our hugely talented team has
brought brands and users together through
innovative and inspiring stand design and
communications. Because at its heart, great design
is delivered by great people.

WORLDWIDE

We work at the four corners of the world, in Europe directly with an Italian partner, everywhere else with
correspondents, to always ensure reliability, efficiency, on time delivery and economy of means.

Europe
Our partner: ERREBI Creative
With more than 20 years of
experience in all fields of stands,
they have a wood shop for
preparing the material, printing
facilities, graphic finishing and all
need for a complete stand
construction.

Correspondent

Exposure
Architects
& Partner
Europe

North America

Asia

Correspondent

Israeli
partner

Israel
Our partner: New Line
The company has several years
of experience in Israel and
abroad, offering from basic prearranged small stands to medium
and large installations.

Correspondent

South America

South Africa

Australia

CONTACT US
Mailing Address
Exposure Architects
Via Bono 11/C
C/o PHID
24121
Bergamo
Italy
Phone: +39 035233952
Email: mail@exposurearchitects.com
Web: www.exposurearchitects.com

Contact Info Israel
Kobi Lubliner
Phone: +972 (0)54 5303018
Email: kobilub@gmail.com

Social Media
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